BRITAIN FACES MIGRANT 'DISASTER'

Why changes to asylum rules could spark surge from Calais

A FRENCH proposal to let migrants claim asylum in Britain while in the Calais camp has come under fire yesterday. The plan was described by journalists and politicians as an "unworkable" policy that could lead to a "flood of migrants".
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SEND IN ARMY TO HALT MIGRANT INVASION

Call for action to end chaos in Calais
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THE escalating migrant crisis in Calais prompted demands yesterday for the army to be sent in on a massive scale and the 'Jungle' camp cleared. At least 4,000 migrants have made the Channel crossing in the last two-and-a-half years and many more are waiting in Calais's 'Jungle' camp. The situation is uncontrolled and chaotic.

By Mark Reynolds

Both sides of the Channel are scrambling to cope with the migration crisis. The French and British governments are under international pressure to stop the flow of migrants. The Channel tunnel is under 24-hour security to prevent more migrants from crossing in vehicles.

"Jungle" attempt to enter UK海峡

The crisis has raised concerns over security, with authorities warning that the situation is "untenable". Brits and British MPs have said the migrant crisis is "an absolute disaster" and "the Government must do more to protect the border and the country.
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Fury of port chief as riot police are called in and France accuses Britain of being a soft touch

CALAIS ‘IS BESIEGED’ BY GANGS OF MIGRANTS

JOAN RIVERS, queen of bad taste, dies

RIOT squads were sent into Calais last night after UK-bound migrants attacked the French port into a ‘war zone’. The migrants tried to seize lorries bound for the UK and attacked police with rocks and stones, officials said. A French police source said the migrants tried to throw petrol bombs at the police. The attack was a result of the tension between the migrants and the French police. The migrants are planning to attack the UK again tonight. (See Page 5)

From Nick Payne in Calais and David Wilkins

The migrants stopped only when the police used tear gas. They had been angry that their camp had been cleared and they were forced to leave the camp. The police had to use riot gear and firearms to stop the migrants from attacking them. The migrants are now planning to attack the UK again tonight.

The migrants are complaining that they are being treated unfairly and that they are being denied their rights. They are demanding to be allowed to stay in the UK and to be given asylum. They are also demanding to be allowed to work and to be given jobs.
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THE ‘SWARM’ ON OUR STREETS

As police seize stowaway migrants across South, Cameron is attacked for ‘likening them to insects’
THE Sun
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CHELSEA FURY AT COSTA BAN
The Sun and Daily Mail accused of 'fuelling prejudice' in report on rising racist violence and hate speech in UK

UN human rights chief denounces Sun over Katie Hopkins 'cockroach' column

High commissioner launches scathing attack on tabloid columnist, comparing Hopkins' migrant remarks with hate language used before Rwandan genocide

Majority of British Muslims have witnessed Islamophobia - study

60% of respondents to survey say they have seen abuse or discrimination directed at fellow Muslims, up from 40% in 2010

'Politicians and media fuel hate crime in Britain,’ say University of Leicester experts

Media and politicians 'fuel rise in hate crimes against Muslims'

Report blames 'Islamophobic, negative and unwarranted portrayals of Muslim London' for increase in attacks in the capital
“History has shown us time and again the dangers of demonizing foreigners and minorities, and it is extraordinary and deeply shameful to see these types of tactics being used... simply because racism and xenophobia are so easy to arouse in order to win votes or sell newspapers.”

KATIE HOPKINS

“Show me bodies floating in water, play violins and show me skinny people looking sad. I still don’t care."
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Hate is part of the media business model
Our aim:

To make hate unprofitable
Campaigners claim victory after Lego stops Daily Mail promotions

Danish firm announces deal with newspaper has ended after pressure from Stop Funding Hate group

The Body Shop Says It Will No Longer Advertise In The Daily Mail

"We have always supported human rights ... and when an editorial stance seems to go against that commitment, we consider seriously whether we will support it."

Here's Why This British Fashion Chain Says It's Pulling Adverts In The Daily Express And Daily Mail

"Joy is a brand that prides [itself] on diversity and inclusion, and we would never want to associate ourselves with these viewpoints," a spokesperson said.

Evans Cycles stops advertising with the Daily Mail, Daily Express and Sun over contradiction of 'core values'

Plusnet says it has stopped adverts on The Sun website after social media backlash

Dozens of Twitter users scorned Plusnet for its advert placement, saying that The Sun is an example of extremist media, prompting it to stop advertising on the website.
Daily Express helped create 'Islamophobic sentiment', admits newspaper’s editor

Gary Jones tell MPs past headlines have been 'downright offensive'

Tom Embury-Dennis | @tomemburyd | Wednesday 25 April 2018 11:06 | 47 comments
“I’m not going to be doing an anti-immigrant story. Ever. Do not put them on the schedule.”

– Daily Express editor Gary Jones, 2019
After axing anti-immigration stories, The Daily Express hopes for advertiser reappraisal

By John McCarthy - 07 August 2019 08:00am

Since banning Islamophobic and anti-immigrant stories, The Daily Express seeks advertiser reappraisal

Since joining The Daily Express 18 months ago as editor, Gary Jones has
Paul Dacre to step down as Daily Mail editor after 26 years

Move to role of chairman and editor-in-chief of Associated Newspapers
New Daily Mail editor has the task of ‘detoxifying’ the newspaper after Paul Dacre’s long reign
“The implication by Greig was that [advertisers] had found the outlet too toxic under Dacre’s leadership, following sustained campaigns from groups such as Stop Funding Hate, which targeted companies that advertised in the newspaper.”

- Guardian, October 12th 2019
A “Fair Trade” model for advertising
Our mission

In a nutshell, our mission is to stop advertising abuse, by highlighting the conscious choices advertisers and agencies can make to ensure good practice.

Across all sectors of the advertising industry, modern technology has advanced so quickly that ethics haven't been able to keep up. We want to change that.

Now more than ever, brands, agencies and adtech are perfectly placed to consciously change both the way they operate and the content they produce, resulting in communication that is better for all.

That's why we developed a set of six manifestos, with the aim of getting their principles embedded in every UK agency brief. Together we can make a big difference.
The Conscious Advertising Network
Manifesto on hate speech:

“[We will] endeavour to avoid advertising with media outlets that fuel hatred on the grounds of race, religion, nationality, sexuality, gender or gender identity, disability, migration status or any other group characteristic.”
$600 billion
190 countries agree to proposal to stop funding hate against migrants

190 UN states have approved the final text of a new international agreement that outlines a range of measures for tackling xenophobia.

Members of Stop Funding Hate were invited to the United Nations in Geneva to talk about the role of business in tackling xenophobia.
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Objective 17, UN Global Compact on Migration:

“...Promote independent, objective and quality reporting of media outlets, including internet based information, including by sensitizing and educating media professionals on migration-related issues and terminology, investing in ethical reporting standards and advertising, and stopping allocation of public funding or material support to media outlets that systematically promote intolerance, xenophobia, racism and other forms of discrimination towards migrants, in full respect for the freedom of the media”.
Major German companies including BMW pull advertising from Breitbart

The carmaker BMW, the restaurant chain Vapiano, the supermarket chain Rewe, and Deutsche Telekom have all pulled their ads from the pro-Trump news site due to concerns about its content.
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